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even though theron's character lorraine is a mi6 agent, one of the movie's best moments is when she's dressed up like a superhero,
because her interactions with her superiors sometimes come across as juvenile. it's something of a relief, then, to see theron, whose own
reputation as an action hero, period, is somewhat rock-solid, execute a few martial arts moves in the final fight. and the swagger in her
walk as she returns to her hotel at the conclusion of the movie is glorious. the old guard is a film that borrows its design from the long-
running james bond series ( especially the first one, with roger moore and george lazenby in the lead). this is a take on the idea of a
secretive group of secret agents and the way the organization operates. it's also a sexy, fast, intense action film, full of spectacle and
cunning (though not above throwing a bit of brain-licking humor into the mix as well). the movie follows lorraine broughton, who has been
tossed out of her mi6 job in london and transferred to berlin. she's a longtime agent who happens to be attractive and a competent
fighter, but she's nearing the end of her operational life and wants a change of pace. lorraine lands in berlin and finds that the secretive
group she's in the middle of has been compromised. they're not just a secret group, but an ancient secret order called the old guard,
which has its origins in wwi, when officers from the austro-hungarian empire and germany, who were under the noses of their respective
governments, struck an alliance against the austrians. the goal was to establish a new government in the central europe in the form of a
fascist, nazi-aligned state.
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the violence in atomic blonde is startling and unrelenting, and it's hard to turn off the visuals in this lush, stylish, and well-crafted spy
thriller. not only does it feature a huge cast of russian and american bad guys, it's the kind of story that will turn heads because the bad
guys are bad -- they cut off people's limbs and go for the jugular. although it's not played for laughs, there are some terrific, manic set

pieces, including a truly jaw-dropping aerial tumble from one of the most bizarre, action-packed openings in recent years. the way it grabs
you is part of why it has become one of the most-talked-about new releases of 2017. it's great. tips & tricks: atomic blonde is rife with pop

references ("call me crazy, but it feels like something is missing," one character says in response to a particular situation), from the
beatles to the clash to abba. the final head of mi6 is played by léa seydoux (who is married to x-men director bryan singer), and the man

who takes over that position in the credits is played by x-men alum james mcavoy (who is the husband of x-men actress jennifer
lawrence). atomic blonde has only made $108 million worldwide so far. it's a mystery why the female-led action movie, filled with big-

name stars, received such a cool reception. critics and audiences loved it. the mainstream action market (which is essentially one of just
five genres in the industry) is stacked with john wick and fast and furious movies. when you pair two such iconic action stars as theron
and ford, who were both nominated for oscars last year, with another sleeper hit such as this, you have something special. with a much

better marketing campaign, this could have been another big hit. 5ec8ef588b
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